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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
I have the following concerns: 1. Did the Severe aplastic anemia, and PNH cause the

leukemic transformation? Or was the leukemia an unexpected event, regardless of the

pathogenesis of PNH/SAA? What was the effect of tuberculosis and of the treatment for

tuberculosis? Please provide a novel paragraph in the discussion explaining these

questions in a simple way and try to be as specific as possible. 2. In the Introduction

section, many elements of the case presentation are described. Please remove them and

place them to the case presentation part of the manuscript. 3. Are there other

SAA-PNH cases in the literature, which transformed to AML? Please answer that to the

dicsussion. 4. Are there other only PNH cases in the literature, which transformed to

AML? Please answer that to the dicsussion. 5. Did the patient receive chemotherapy

before the allo-HSCT and what was that? 6. Do the AHF syndromes protect or cause

the leukemic transformation? Please answer that to the discussion in a sepaate
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paragraph and provide published evidence. 7. What are the mechanisms published

possibly explaining that an infection might cause spontaneous remission to an AML and

how long does this remission last? 8. Could antithymocyte globulin or cyclosporine

have caused the leukemic transformation or they acted against that? Please answer that

to the dicsussion. In general, write in a spimple way and explain better, being more

specific, instead of analyzing theories in the discussion. 9. Please explain that

according to the ICC classification, since the NPM1 mutation was found, the case is an

AML regardless of the percentage of blasts if they exceed 10% (16% in the described

case). That is why IT IS NOT AN MDS. Please explain that to the discussion. 10. Please

correct PHN is wrong and PNH is correct (in some parts of the manuscript). Moreover

please correct the phrase in line 30 of the case summary ......SAA had BEEN transformed

into......is the correct phrase.
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